YACHT INTERIORS

LUXU RY K I TCH E N S A S YACHT R E F I N E M E NT

What happens when STEININGER and boat manufacturers initiate joint projects?
A top-class triple win! The companies are gaining momentum. And for lovers of the upscale lifestyle,
yacht cruising becomes more exquisite. STEININGER takes maritime interior design to a new level
of luxury. The Austrian design manufactory designs every detail for the perfect appearance on the
sea.

YACHT INTERIORS; A NEW LEVEL OF LUXURY
When designing new yachts, the manufactory uses the outdoor kitchen ROCK.AIR on deck and the
award-winning kitchen FOLD indoors. Materials such as fine woods, the finest natural stone,
aluminum or urban concrete are used in the luxurious interior solutions. Original on the one hand,
precise functionality and long-lasting details on the other.

BESPOKE DESIGN
At STEININGER we manufacture luxurious interior fittings for yacht refinement. All custom-made
products, produced in artisanal quality. Our designers work hand in hand with STEININGER
production. This guarantees short distances and rapid coordination.

HIGH-TECH PRODUCTION & CRAFTSMANSHIP
The processes at STEININGER are highly technical. Modern CAD programs and cutting-edge
manufacturing technologies ensure the highest quality.
With consistently digital processes, we are able to manufacture in-house a wide variety of materials
and very complex details.
JUST IN TIME FOR MARITIME ELEGANCE
Parts deliveries are made just-in-time. The carpenters, designers and project managers lend a hand
during quality control, fine-tuning and assembly. This is the only way to ensure that the end product
lives up to the designer‘s original idea.
PROFESSIONAL OUTFITTING
Cladding, panels, technology, furniture: The STEININGER team works globally and assembles the
parts directly on site. The carefully crafted parts result in an extraordinary maritime interior a new
level of luxury when they are put together in a way that is true to detail.

ABO U T S TE I N I NGE R
STEININGER stands for puristic, exquisite architecture, interiors and designer kitchens. Mastermind
Martin Steininger manages the manufactory in St. Martin (Upper Austria), further locations are in
Linz, Vienna, Hamburg, Sankt Gallen and London.
STEININGER‘S BESPOKE designs and architectural settings are in demand internationally: they impress
with their distinctive, clear lines, timelessness and sophisticated details.
CEO and chief designer Martin Steininger is an esthete and minimalist. Outstanding design is a
decisive added value for him, he assumes that things work. He subordinates all designs to this
credo. He defines space, form and use accordingly. Urban concrete and rare metal alloys
complete the range of materials. The result is a new kind of spatial experience, sensuality and feel.
THE STEININGER COLLECTION
STEININGER designs are a statement of sustainable luxury, style and comfort. This claim continues
in the unique kitchen and furniture pieces. Every design from the STEININGER Collection is made to
measure. State-of-the-art CAD programs and cutting-edge manufacturing technologies in
production in Austria ensure the highest quality. Despite the high-tech production, the fine tuning is
done by hand. At STEININGER we have been dedicated to design and craftsmanship for 80 years.
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